MEDIA LAUNCH
ATT: CHIEF OF STAFF
VENUE: BRISBANE INTERNATIONAL SPEEDWAY
63 COLEBARD STREET, ARCHERFIELD.
DATE OF MEDIA LAUNCH: 29TH OCTOBER, 12NOON
DATE OF EVENT: SATURDAY NOV 14 AT 6PM
CONTACT PERSON: KATH ROSE 0416 291 493
SECONDARY CONTACT: CLIVE FEATHERBY 0408 713 568
SOUTH PACIFIC MONSTER TRUCK WORLD FINALS II
The launch will be to advise of the Forthcoming Monster truck World Finals 2 that will be
one of Australia’s largest and most exciting Stadium events ever held.
Appearing at the event will be Ten of the Worlds Greatest Monster trucks.
6 Of the USA legendary leading Monster truck racers.
Australia’s own unique monster truck family National Champion Clive driving Outback
Thunda, 17 year old Billy Featherby Driving Scooby Doo and the Worlds Youngest monster truck
driver Jaye Featherby driving the all new Warner Brothers TAZ monster truck.
This will be the largest event of its type outside of the USA Costing over $600,000 to
stage the one night spectacular. The night will include fantastic Side by Side Monster Truck
Racing action with sudden death elimination racing to determine the overall victor.
Monster Truck Freestyle is the second part of the awesome programme where each truck
is given a two minute time limit to perform on the Archerfield arena that will be designed with
obstacles such as buses, Triple stacks of cars, numerous caravans, more than 30 individual cars,
boats even a replica Sydney opera house and Ayers Rock each the size of a 40 shipping
containers that the trucks hit, jump sky wheelie, roll over you name it or just imagine the
wildest scenario these trucks do it.
If you’ve ever seen the USA Monster Jam show on Pay TV, well brace yourselves its has
finally arrived. Right here for the first ever in BrisVegas.

Names such as Jim Koehler, World Freestyle Champion, Kreg Christensen 3 times MOD
Champ and driver of Maximum Destruction in the USA. Dan Patrick a 25 year veteran, Paul
Shafer 1997 World Indoor Champ are all arriving here in Brisbane along with a 36 member crew
of mechanics and support crew for the South Pacific World Finals II On Nov 14.
Virtually every truck costing in excess of $300,000 each will be destroyed in this night of
mass destruction and carnage.
Also on this surrealistic programme will be the first ever appearance of the World’s
largest motorcycle a 14 tonne machine. That’s right a 14 tonne motorcycle.
This Thursday’s Official Launch will be to show off the first EVER BRAND NEW Monster
truck to arrive into the country a $350,000 SAMSON machine direct from Circleville Ohio never
been driven anywhere before will make a debut jump along with the legend Outback Thunda.
Full details and programmes of the Nov 14 event will be handed out at the exciting media
launch
This event is a huge undertaking for Australian events we truly hope you will be able to support
this great event and look forward to seeing you at noon on Thursday
Until then
Best wishes
Clive Featherby
Extreme Monster trucks Australia
Ph 0408 713 568

